Diverse functional connectivity patterns of resting-state brain networks associated with good and poor hand outcomes following stroke.
Motor stroke has been characterized by disruptions in multiple large-scale functional brain networks. However, it remains unclear whether stroke patients with good hand outcomes show different connectivity profiles within and between networks from those with poor hand outcomes. In this cross-sectional study, we recruited 52 chronic subcortical stroke patients [illness duration (mean ± SD): 16 ± 16.2 months] and 52 healthy controls from the local hospital and community from June 2010 to August 2016. We first performed independent component analysis (ICA) on resting-state fMRI data to extract fifteen resting-state networks. Then, we compared the functional connectivity within and between networks across 52 healthy controls, 26 patients with a partially paralyzed hand (PPH), and 26 patients with a completely paralyzed hand (CPH). Compared to the patients with a PPH, the patients with a CPH showed increased connectivity in the contralesional sensorimotor cortex within the contralesional sensorimotor network; the increased connectivity was negatively correlated with the performance of the paretic hand. Moreover, the patients with a CPH, compared to those with a PPH, showed decreased strengths of connectivity between the ipsilesional sensorimotor network and both the dorsal sensorimotor network and ventral visual network; the decreased strengths of connectivity were positively correlated with the performance of the paretic hand. Collectively, our findings suggest that stroke patients with different hand outcomes show distinct functional reorganization patterns in large-scale brain networks. These findings shed light on the network-level neuromechanisms that help explain why stroke survivors in the chronic stage show different hand outcomes.